Link State and Distance Vector

99.1 Warm-up Questions (Exam Question 2016)

For the following statements, decide if they are true or false. Motivate your decision.

a) Consider a positively weighted graph $G$. Applying the Bellman-Ford (used by distance-vector protocols) or Dijkstra (used by link-state protocols) algorithm on $G$ would lead to the same forwarding state.

b) Link-state protocols (such as OSPF) are guaranteed to compute loop-free forwarding state as long as the link-state databases are consistent on all routers.

c) Link-state protocols (such as OSPF) require routers to maintain less state than distance-vector protocols (such as RIP).

d) Poisoned reverse solves the problem of count-to-infinity.

e) Consider a positively weighted graph $G$. Multiplying all link weights by 2 would change the all-pairs shortest paths computed by the Dijkstra algorithm on $G$.

f) Consider a positively weighted graph $G$. Adding 1 to all link weights would change the all-pairs shortest paths computed by the Dijkstra algorithm on $G$. 

Consider the network in the Figure below which connects a large cluster of 500k servers (right) with a large pool of clients (left). The network uses OSPF internally. Each of the 500k servers is located in a different IP subnet, while all of the clients are located in the same /8 subnet.

Consider that the link between router A and C fails. As router A is adjacent to the failure, it immediately detects it and starts rerouting the traffic for the 500k prefixes to B. The Figure below reports the evolution of the throughput observed for 3 of the 500k server prefixes: 23.0.0.0/24, 121.0.0.0/24, and 202.0.0.0/24. One can see that the downtime experienced by each prefix is different: 23.0.0.0/24 experiences less downtime than 121.0.0.0/24, which itself experiences less downtime than 202.0.0.0/24.
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a) Explain why the downtimes experienced by the three prefixes differ.

b) Describe two solutions to speed up the convergence for these three prefixes.
Consider this BGP network composed of 5 ASes. Assume that each AS has configured its BGP policies in a way that leads to the preference lists shown in the figure. For example, AS 1 is configured to only accept an announcement for AS 0 if it has path [1,2,0] or [1,0]. In addition, AS 1 prefers the path [1,2,0] over the path [1,0].

Considering that only AS 0 originates prefixes, does that BGP network have a unique, stable solution?

a) If yes, indicate the path that each AS selects in the stable solution.

b) If not, describe an example of oscillation. For instance, by describing a sequence of messages that repeats itself.

Consider the Internet topology consisting of 9 Autonomous Systems (ASes) in the Figure above. Single-headed plain arrows point from providers to their customers (AS A is the provider of AS D) while double-headed dashed arrows connect peers (AS A and AS B are peers). Each AS is made up of a single BGP router and applies the default selection and exportation BGP policies based on their customers, peers and providers.

In this task, the routers break ties using the AS number of the neighbor: in case multiple routes are equally good, the router selects the route of the neighbor with the lowest AS number (in alphabetical order; e.g., a route from AS A is preferred over AS B in case of a tie).

AS I is the origin of prefix 33.33.0.0/16 and advertises it to its neighbors. Independently of what the external advertisements are, AS I always prefers its internal route to reach any IP destination in 33.33.0.0/16.
a) AS G wants to hijack the traffic going to AS I for 33.33.0.0/16. It starts advertising the exact same prefix with itself, AS G, as origin. From which ASes is it able to hijack the traffic?

b) The ASes notice the hijack and, as a counter-measure, deploy Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) Internet-wide. After that, from which ASes is the attacker able to hijack the traffic by still advertising the exact same prefix with itself as origin?

c) RPKI has a flaw. What is the problem of RPKI? How can AS G hijack the prefix 33.33.0.0/16 despite RPKI? From which ASes is AS G able to hijack the traffic?

d) In response, the ASes switch to BGPSec (Secure BGP). Explain what security it provides and how AS E can detect that the announcement from AS G has a forged AS path.

99.5 BGP and IGP: Very creative! (Exam Question 2020)

Consider the AS above with three border routers (A, B, F) and three internal routers (C, D, E). All three border routers receive a route announcement for the prefix 13.0.0.0/8 from their eBGP neighbors (not depicted), which they distribute internally. The iBGP sessions are depicted by double-headed dashed arrows (e.g., router A and F maintain an iBGP session). All routers follow the standard BGP decision process. The three border routers have next-hop-self configured on all iBGP sessions.

a) For every router, list (i) the BGP next-hop, (ii) the path taken by the traffic and (iii) indicate whether the router’s traffic can actually reach the destination. If the next-hop is external, put EXT. If there is no next-hop, put NO.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Router</th>
<th>BGP next-hop</th>
<th>Path taken by the traffic</th>
<th>Reachable?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>EXT</td>
<td>A → EXT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>C → ∅</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Assume the eBGP session of router A fails and consequently, the external route of A is not available anymore. List for every router (i) the BGP next-hop, (ii) the path taken by the traffic and (iii) indicate whether the router’s traffic can reach the destination. If the next-hop is external, put EXT. If there is no next-hop, put NO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Router</th>
<th>BGP next-hop</th>
<th>Path taken by the traffic</th>
<th>Reachable?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c) The network operator reacted and added a new iBGP session between routers B and C. The failure still persists, i.e., the external route of A is not available. List for every router (i) the BGP next-hop, (ii) the path taken by the traffic and (iii) indicate whether the router’s traffic can reach the destination. If the next-hop is external, put EXT. If there is no next-hop, put NO.
Assume that ETH has only one prefix 82.130.64.0/21. As depicted on the left, the ETH network is connected to three providers (Swisscom, Deutsche Telekom and Switch) and the providers are interconnected with each other. The contract with Swisscom is the cheapest one (indicated by the dollar symbols). For this reason, ETH wants to receive all the incoming traffic over the Swisscom link and therefore announces its prefix only to Swisscom.

a) Do you think that is a good configuration? What happens if the link between ETH and Swisscom fails?

b) To improve the connectivity in case of a link failure between ETH and Swisscom, ETH wants to optimize its announcements. Write down the prefixes which ETH announces to Swisscom, Deutsche Telekom and Switch. During normal operation (no link failure) ETH should still receive all incoming traffic over the Swisscom link.

c) After further investigations, ETH decides that only traffic towards 82.130.68.0/23 has to be received over the Swisscom link. All the other traffic can enter over any of the providers. Which prefixes do you have to announce to achieve this traffic distribution?
Reliable Transport

99.7  TCP Warm-up (Exam Question 2019)

For the following questions answer either with true or false and give an explanation for your decision. Note that in the actual exam you only had to pick true, false or do not give an answer at all (as wrong answers result in point deductions).

a) In contrast to the GBN protocol used in the project, TCP’s sequence number often increases by more than one between two consecutive data packets.

b) A client having an ongoing TCP connection to a server (IP 1.2.3.4, port 80) is not able to start a second TCP connection towards 1.2.3.4:80.

c) A TCP packet with a value of 9 in its header length field (HdrLen, sometimes also called data offset) indicates 16 bytes of TCP options.

d) Consider an ongoing TCP flow. Whenever the congestion window increases, the sender can transmit additional data segments.

For the following four questions, we consider the congestion window (CWND) evolution observed for a flow \( f \) and depicted in the figure below.

![CWND Evolution Graph](image_url)

\( \text{e) Flow } f \text{ was in the slow start phase exactly twice.} \)

\( \text{f) Flow } f \text{ experiences at least one packet loss between time A and B.} \)

\( \text{g) In the future, } f \text{ will never be able to experience a higher CWND size than B.} \)

\( \text{h) Consider another flow } f_2 \text{ starting at exactly the same time as } f \text{ and traversing the exact same path, then } f_2 \text{ would experience the exact same CWND evolution.} \)
IPv6 addresses have a slightly different notation. Because the addresses are 128 bit long, we switch from a decimal notation to a hexadecimal one. In general, IPv6 addresses are represented by eight colon-separated blocks of up to four hexadecimal digits each. In a block, leading zeros can be omitted. Furthermore, we can use the "::" symbol to compress one or more consecutive zero blocks. However, the "::" symbol can only be used once in a single IPv6 address. As an example, the IPv6 address: 2001:0db8:0000:0000:0000:ff00:0042:8329 can be simplified to 2001:db8::ff00:42:8329.

a) You are the operator of an enterprise network. Your ISP is giving you a /96 subnet 2001::/96. How many addresses do you have available? Is that a reasonable subnet size compared with the currently available IPv4 addresses?

b) In your enterprise network, each host machine is identified by a unique ID starting from 1. Now that you have a lot of IPv6 addresses available, you decide to give each host a unique IP address. The host with ID 1 gets the first IPv6 address in your subnet (2001::1), the host with ID 2 the second IP address and so on. Complete the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IPv6 address</th>
<th>host ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001::3A5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001::3:0</td>
<td>4294967295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

99.9 Putting everything together

Consider the network on the left composed of three Ethernet segments separated by two intermediate routers (A and B). In this network, the server’s interface along with the routers’ interfaces are configured with static IP addresses. While clients connected to the 3.0.0.0/24 Ethernet segment obtain an IP address via DHCP.

Assuming that the client has just started, with a perfectly empty state, precisely describe all packets that are generated when the command “ping 1.0.0.2” is issued (until the server answers back). Among others, your answer must include the content of the Layer 2 and Layer 3 headers.
99.10 Detective work

You just started your first job as a network operator of a small network. To get more familiar with the network, you look at a packet trace captured at a switch. The trace contains packets from multiple hosts and one router connected by a (layer 2) switch. The router acts as default gateway, providing access to the Internet and is assigned the first IP address in the subnet. Each row in the following table represents one packet observed at the switch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SRC MAC Address</th>
<th>DST MAC Address</th>
<th>SRC IP Address</th>
<th>DST IP Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6a00:02:49a1:a0</td>
<td>11:05:ab:59:bb:02</td>
<td>65.222.11.1</td>
<td>65.222.8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6a00:02:49a1:a0</td>
<td>da:15:00:00:01:11</td>
<td>65.222.11.1</td>
<td>65.222.16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da:15:00:00:01:11</td>
<td>11:05:ab:59:bb:02</td>
<td>129.132.103.40</td>
<td>65.222.8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:05:ab:59:bb:02</td>
<td>40:34:00:7a00:01</td>
<td>65.222.8.2</td>
<td>65.222.15.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:05:ab:59:bb:02</td>
<td>ac:00:0a:aa:10:05</td>
<td>65.222.8.2</td>
<td>65.222.9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ac:00:0a:aa:10:05</td>
<td>01:05:3c:34:00:02</td>
<td>65.222.9.99</td>
<td>65.222.13.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6a00:02:49a1:a0</td>
<td>da:15:00:00:01:11</td>
<td>65.222.11.1</td>
<td>65.222.8.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**a)** Can you identify all the hosts that are part of the local network?

**b)** Can you reconstruct the IP subnet used to address the hosts within that local network?
**99.11 Changing addresses** *(Exam Question 2019)*

Consider the network depicted in the Figure below which is composed of two hosts along with two routers, one of which acts as Network Address Translator (NAT). Host 1 is located in a private subnet (192.168.1.0/24) and uses 192.168.1.1 as gateway, while host 2 is located in a public subnet (81.0.0.0/24) and uses 81.0.0.1 as gateway. The Figure below also depicts the MAC address of each of the 6 interfaces connected at either end of the three links. The NAT/router performs address translation between the private and the public subnets, translating traffic originating from private IPs to its public one (here, 20.0.0.1), and vice-versa.

![Network Topology](image)

**a)** Consider that host 1 tries to open a TCP connection with host 2 on port 80 using 1337 as (random) source port. Write down a possible sequence of packet headers observed at each link for the first two packets (i.e., the SYN sent by host 1, and the SYN/ACK sent by host 2). Fill in the table below to answer. Assume that hosts and routers have the required MAC addresses in their ARP table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>src MAC</th>
<th>dst MAC</th>
<th>src IP</th>
<th>dst IP</th>
<th>src TCP port</th>
<th>dst TCP port</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>link A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**b)** Could host 2 initiate a TCP connection to host 1? Briefly explain why/why not.
DNS, HTTP, Web

99.12 Curious students

Consider that ITET has a local DNS server serving the DNS requests for all students’ devices connected in the department. How could you determine if an external website has been visited recently by a fellow colleague of yours? Explain.

99.13 DNS basics (Exam Question 2019)

In this task, we look at how your web browser figures out how to connect to http://www.mail.ethz.ch/login.

Note: You can assume the following:

- Each level of the domain hierarchy uses a separate DNS server.
- All caches are initially empty.

a) List all the DNS servers involved when resolving http://www.mail.ethz.ch/login. Sort them according to the order in which they receive queries if you use an iterative resolver (start with the one which receives the first query). Write your entries in the form "DNS server for domain x". Hint: The answer requires 7 lines or less.

| A | Local DNS resolver installed on the client |
| B | DNS server for |
| C | DNS server for |
| D | DNS server for |
| E | DNS server for |
| F | DNS server for |
| G | DNS server for |

b) List all DNS queries (including their source and destination) for a recursive resolver to determine the IPv4 address hosting http://www.mail.ethz.ch/login. You can use the letters A–G from the list above to specify the DNS servers and X for the client. Hint: The correct answer requires 10 lines or less.

c) Immediately after you determined the IPv4 address for http://www.mail.ethz.ch/login, you want to determine the IPv4 address for http://www.ethz.ch. List all DNS queries (including their source and destination) for a recursive resolver to determine the IPv4 address hosting http://www.ethz.ch assuming that all the responses from above are still in the caches. You can use the letters A–G from the list above to specify the DNS servers and X to for the client. Hint: The correct answer requires 10 lines or less.
1. source: X, destination: A, query:

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

---

**99.14 Name it or Route it: pick one**

In the course, we saw two ways to replicate and load-balance content: *(i)* using Anycast routing; or *(ii)* using DNS.

**a)** List and briefly justify three pros and cons of each.

**b)** We saw that CDNs often rely on DNS for distributing their load. Could they also use Anycast routing instead? Explain why or why not.
Multiple answers

Whenever a client (e.g., your computer) receives multiple IP addresses as answer to a DNS lookup, it picks the very first one. Only if that one does not work, it tries the next one in order.

When you run `dig yahoo.com`, you receive multiple IP addresses as an answer compared to, for example, `dig google.com`.

Can you think of a reason for providing multiple IP addresses? Run the lookup for `yahoo.com` multiple times.

E-mail

Answer the following questions about e-mail with True or False and justify your choice.

a) SMTP and IMAP can be used to forward e-mails from one e-mail server to another one.

b) Looking at the header of a received e-mail, you can reconstruct through which e-mail servers the message was forwarded.

c) IMAP is the encrypted counter-part of POP.

d) It is not possible to verify that the e-mail was actually sent by the given FROM address.

e) The IP address of the mail server of a domain can be found by issuing a DNS query asking for the A record of that domain.

f) Images attached to an e-mail are transformed to text for transmission.
99.17 E-Mail analysis (Exam Style Question)

You received an email with the raw content shown in Figure 10.

Raw content of a received email

```
1 Received: from edge20.ethz.ch (82.130.99.26) by CAS10.d.ethz.ch
2 (172.31.38.210) with SMTP Server (TLS) id 14.3.408.0; Thu, 2 Aug
3 2018 11:17:27 +0200
4 Received: from phil2.ethz.ch (129.132.65.3) by edge20.ethz.ch (82.130.99.26)
5 with SMTP Server id 14.3.408.0; Thu, 2 Aug 2018 11:17:23 +0200
6 Received: from filter.spam.ch ([5.152.185.154] helo=filter.spam.ch)
7 by phil2.ethz.ch with esmtps (TLSv1:AES128-SHA:128) (Ext 4.69)
8 (envelope-from <john.doe@anonymous.ch>) id 1F19j0-0004C9-7T
9 for lvanbever@ethz.ch; Thu, 02 Aug 2018 11:17:15 +0200
10 X-Note: This Email was scanned by filter.spam.ch
11 Received: by filter.spam.ch with PIPE id
12 93122453; Thu, 02 Aug 2018 11:17:13 +0200
13 Received: from [10.40.0.131] (HELO smtp.ch.exg7.mailhost.com) by
14 filter.spam.ch with ESMTPS id 93122443
15 for lvanbever@ethz.ch; Thu, 02 Aug 2018 11:17:10 +0200
16 Received: from exg7.mailhost.localhost (192.168.40.105) by
17 exg7.mailhost.localhost (192.168.40.107) with SMTP Server
18 (version=TLS1_2, cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256_P256) id
19 15.1.1531.3; Thu, 2 Aug 2018 11:17:09 +0200
20 From: Anonymous Student <john.doe@anonymous.ch>
21 To: Laurent Vanbever <lvanbever@ethz.ch>
22 Subject: Exam solutions
23 Date: Thu, 2 Aug 2018 09:17:09 +0000
24 Message-ID: <11A5442F-4D6E-436F-A873-2E3DA3656C06@anonymous.ch>
25 Accept-Language: de-CH, en-US
26 Content-Language: en-US
27 Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
28 Content-ID: <F43C7219ADA84040984B4640587C2B70@fwd7.mailhost.com>
29 Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
30 MIME-Version: 1.0
31 32 Hey, can you give me the solutions for the exam?
```

a) According to Figure 10, what are the e-mail addresses of the sender and the receiver of this message?

b) List the IP addresses of all servers that have seen this email according to Figure 10 in chronological order starting with the server that saw the email first.

c) According to the header in Figure 10, the email passed a spam filter (filter.spam.ch). Could one of the other servers have added this entry without the email actually passing filter.spam.ch? If yes: why and which server(s) could have done it? If no: why not?

d) Which servers (according to Figure 10) could modify the email message ("Hey, ...")? Why?

e) Assume you have telnet access to an open SMTP server that does not appear in Figure 10 and you want to fake the email shown in Figure 10. That is, your goal is that the receiver of the email in Figure 10 receives the same email again (with the same sender). Which parts of the email in Figure 10 can you replicate in your email and which parts will be different? Use the line numbers in Figure 10 to list parts that are equal or different in your email and briefly explain the reasons why they are equal or different.
99.18  Loading a website (Exam Question 2017)

The website www.your-shop.ch consists of the following elements:

- HTML www.your-shop.ch/index.html
- Stylesheet www.your-shop.ch/style.css
- image www.your-shop.ch/logo.png
- image images.your-shop.ch/product.jpg
- Facebook like button cdn.facebook.com/like.png
- Facebook "tracking" code www.facebook.com/track.js
- Google "tracking" code www.google.com/track.js

a) Assuming that your host is configured to use a local recursive DNS server in your network and all caches are empty. List all the DNS queries that your host sends to this DNS server when you open up https://www.your-shop.ch/ in your favorite browser.

b) After loading the website, you send an email to contact@your-shop.ch via a mail server that uses the same DNS server as your host. Does the local recursive DNS server need to run additional queries to other DNS servers if it has all the replies from the queries in the previous task in its cache? Explain why or why not.

c) How many TCP connections would an unoptimized browser (also referred to as “naive” in the lecture) open to load https://www.your-shop.ch/? Briefly explain your answer.

d) During your holidays in Australia, you realize that the Facebook like button loads much faster than the logo of the shop even though both images have the same size. Can you explain the reason for this and why you do not observe this behavior in Switzerland?

e) One hour later (still in Australia), you open the shop's website again. This time, the logo of the shop and the Facebook button appear at the same time. Explain two distinct reasons that would justify this behavior.
Perform a DNS lookup for google.ch and open http://172.217.168.35 in your browser. What do you observe?

Now try to repeat the same process for nsg.ee.ethz.ch and comm-net.ethz.ch. Open the websites in your browser using the IP(s) from the DNS lookup. Do you see the expected websites?

Normally, one machine can host multiple websites at the same time. To distinguish which website has to be provided by the server, clients can add a so called "host header" in their HTTP request which specifies the website they want to access. You can try that yourself with the two websites from above. For example with the following commands:

telnet comm-net.ethz.ch 80

GET / HTTP/1.1
Host: comm-net.ethz.ch

Do you see another way how you could host multiple websites on the same machine? Can you see potential problems with this approach compared to the host header?